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Summary
The maritime industry is a complex cornerstone of global transportation infrastructure. To ensure smooth, safe and timely operations, technologies have been created or adapted over time to aid the maritime sector. Agile adaptations are an important part of maintaining safe operational standards despite economic, environmental, and technological changes. As ship-based systems and port infrastructure become more technologically advanced and complex, it is important to understand how emerging technology can both improve, and hinder, maritime operations. One of the main drawbacks of evolving technology is the increase of cyber-security vulnerabilities, as these systems become more complex and inter-connected. Maritime technology has the added complexity of hosting both information technology and operational technology (IT and OT) nearly equally. This paper gives an overview of emerging or growing technologies within maritime, specifically how they work, the benefits they bring, as well as cyber-security concerns to consider when accepting them into regular practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s world new, or variants, of existing technology are being integrated into shipping operations to assist in several areas including, but not limited to, logistic services, accurate navigation, frequent communications, and efficient cargo transportation. However as maritime technology becomes more complex and connected, the industry is seeing a rise in cyber-related incidences. Occurrences of cyber incidences, i.e. accidents and intentional attacks, are both fast-rising and significant threats to the industry. In an Allianz risk barometer paper maritime cyber-crime ranked as the second highest-ranked risk in 2018 [1]. This is a significant jump from 2013, when it was not even ranked in top ten risks. It is apparent that, just within the last five years, the vulnerabilities of modern maritime systems and the demands on the industry have increased cyber-risks. The rate of added-complexity, and therefore cyber-risks, is likely to only increase as more technology "emerge" in the maritime industry. This may be the result of new technology or the adaptation of existing technology in a new context.

More specifically, this paper shall look at the cyber-security aspects of autonomy, remote access or control, the Internet-of-Things (IoT), as well as newer renewable energies and cryptography-based security like block-chains. As the global maritime transportation industry moves 90% of all goods [2], any adopted technology will likely be far reaching and experience a wide range of cyber-threats. Cyber-risks increase the larger and more complex code becomes [3], and, due to the size of the industry, maritime organisations face are likely to need complex technical solutions to at both strategic planning and operational levels. The remainder of the paper will be as follows. First, Section 2 introduces cyber-security in maritime, providing some background information. This leads into to Section 3 where a more in-depth discussion of specific technologies that are now being adopted by significant players in the maritime industry and concludes with Section 4.

2. CYBER SECURITY
Maritime transportation, unlike maritime cyber security, has had a long history. Because of this, the industry has faced many threats before, particularly physical attacks like theft. This history means that the industry has built defences and resiliency against these kinds of threats. However, the introduction of electronic systems in a maritime vessel in the early 1900’s [4] has changed the potential threats to the industry. Since then, relatively quick integrations of digital systems, both on-shore and on-ship, has helped increase operational efficiency, safety, and reduced physical labour for the crew. Unfortunately, traditional threats like pirates and common criminals have also become more technologically adept, increasing the cyber-threat.

As previously mentioned, a complex computing environment often results in more vulnerabilities in technological systems. More importantly, although individual systems on ships or in ports may not be considered complex by conventional standards, the connected systems (i.e., “system of systems” or SoS [5, 6]) are considerably complex. This is due to the convergence of information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) that is unique to the modern maritime context. As a transporter of 90% of the world’s good in volume and in
value [2], many physical operations rely heavily on technology. However, although automation in ports are being developed [7] and there are efforts toward autonomous ships (see more in Section 3.4), humans are still integral to the industry. While OT often receives less cyber-security attention than IT, this is partially because it is less used in other industries, in maritime it is used extensively and should considered a key part of maritime cybersecurity. As seen Figure 1, there are several areas where OT is both required for basic operations, but also integrated with IT systems and human interaction. It is also important to note that, while human error can contribute to physical and cyber incidences [8], a well-trained crew can be an asset in preventing incidences.

There are several reasons why the complexity of systems-of-systems can contribute to cyber-vulnerabilities. Generally when information is in transit, whether wirelessly or through physical wires, there is opportunity to alter or deny data if proper protections and authentications are not in place. In a system-of-system, this problem is compounded as individual systems change, or get replaced, and as they often come from a wide range of manufactures. This is further complicated when considering maritime specifically, given how ships traverse international waters but are still expected to function despite interacting with different regions, technologies, crews, laws and policies. Expecting IT and OT systems to accommodate such a wide set of possibilities can lead to extremely complex systems and create exploitable vulnerabilities.

3. EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

This section explores a few technologies that are gaining popularity in the maritime industry with an in-depth cybersecurity perspective. First, Section 3.1-3.4 discusses some maritime relevant cryptography, smart renewable energy, and remote access and remote control technologies. While such topics are less popular compared to the internet of things (IoT) and autonomy, these concepts are central to IoT networks and are found at different levels of autonomy. Lastly, Section 3.5 discusses changes in energy, specifically smart grids and the transition to newer, environmentally friendly, and renewable energies.

3.1. Supply chains: blockchain and “digital twin”

The introduction of blockchains to the computing world has resulted in many innovations and solutions to enhance security. This concept, in essence, decentralizes the storage and access to data. Cryptography is used to create “blocks” of data, and that data’s past transactions, and uses secure “chains” to connect those blocks in a fixed order. The cryptographic properties of these blocks and chains allow viewers to see the most current data version as well as the entire transaction history of that piece of data. There has been a lot of excitement surrounding block-chains, however, it is important that the technology is applied correctly in order to solve any existing problems. As highlighted by in-depth studies in [9], blockchains are currently regarded as a new and novel “solutions” to many technical problems; occasionally a technical solution is sometimes picked first, and then applied to a problem without fully understanding whether blockchains are the best solution to that problem. Moreover, in maritime specifically, the benefits are not wholly comprehensive. While the current number of projects involving blockchains in shipping are high, there almost no finished, in-depth projects with meaningful results to assess how well this technology is applicable to the maritime sector [9].

Of the potential applications of blockchain to maritime, the most promising is a secure, distributed, ledger. In this application of blockchain technology, it would become easier to see, and trust the records of, the transactions of goods. Instead of a centralized ledger, a company and the ports it utilizes can distribute a ledger that uses cryptography to ensure that all logs of past transactions are trustworthy, as well as ensure that the information can be public or cryptographically private and secure. The volume of goods in shipping make this a compelling solution in terms of supply chain management [10], general logistics. Cryptographically ensuring trust in ledger entries would add reliability to the system. Moreover, autonomous ports with a de-centralized network would make ledger data more resilient to incidents where one or more locations becomes been compromised.

Figure 1 IT, OT, and human elements on-ship and at port
Notable efforts by IBM and Maersk are attempting to use global supply blockchains on 10 milling shipping containers [11]. An example of centralized and distributed networks can be seen in Figure 2. As can been seen, the main difference in this simplified example is that the ports are more involved in the data distribution of cargo transactions, storing the ledger, and communications with all parties. While more complex, the actual transactions are also more secure and there is less reliance on a central location to protect a ledger on its own. While blockchain-enabled secure ledgers for the supply chain is an emerging technology to aid the transport of goods, "digital twin" technology is emerging to aid ship design, construction, and track ship performance across its life cycle. Similar to the IBM and Maersk project driving blockchain in shipping logistics, DNV GL, Rolls-Royce and several other groups are driving digital twin projects for ships.

The core of the “digital twin” concept is driven by sophisticated simulations of a physical assets, like a ship, by creating a suite of simulations models that can be placed in a common platform. This platform would allow a number of simulation models to be loaded at one time and to interact with each other, allowing for a highly customizable platform for a multitude of analysis. In terms of cyber-security, the digital twin cannot easily enhance cyber-security analysis capabilities. This is because the components are simulated and would not have the same vulnerabilities as the actual ship. Moreover, while less likely and less effective, since digital twins consist only of virtual parts and reside purely in cyber-space, there is a possibility that the digital files can be targeted in a cyber-attack to affect operations. In summary, while the digital twin might heavily effect the building and monitoring of ships, it is unlikely to have any significant negatives or positives regarding cyber security. Alternatively, there may be several benefits, and not many added vulnerabilities, if the maritime sector accepted secure ledgers. The main concern with applying blockchains to maritime problems is, instead, whether they are best solution. In a white paper by the World Economic Forum [13], a decision tree is available to determine whether a distributed ledger (DLT) is the correct approach for a business. It is advisory for individual businesses to fully consider their problem first before applying DLT. For example, if an asset, or in this case goods, has a physical representation that can change form, it is difficult to effectively manage on a blockchains. In some cases, this could prevent the successful application of a blockchain solution.

3.2. Remote operations and realities
As discussed further in Section 3.4, there are many levels of autonomous and semi-autonomous ships. There are many technologies to aid with middle levels of autonomy, several of which can be considered on their own as significant, emerging, tools for the maritime sector. More specifically this section considers remote communications, remote control, virtual reality, and augmented reality. While there are several communication and networking systems involved in maritime operations (e.g., satellite, radio, internet), the types of cyber-attacks and vulnerabilities are similar due to the wireless transmission. Because of this, no matter how remote access or remote control signals are sent, those transmissions are vulnerable to jamming and potentially spoofing attacks [14]. Based on this analysis of communication technology vulnerabilities in maritime, remote operations where humans receive and send data from on-shore facilities to ships can be vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Because of this, using virtual reality as a remote control aid has similar vulnerabilities. Hence, it is important to make sure all communications are trustworthy and to set up contingencies if communications are untrustworthy or unreliable.

Augmented reality, unlike virtual reality and remote operations, is more helpful to a crew on a manned ship, instead of a remote crew. This means that it does not share the same communication-based cyber-vulnerabilities. However, similar to virtual reality, the dangers lie in misinformation causing people to make the wrong decisions. This is because virtual objects are less easily verifiable, meaning if a cyber-attack is able to alter data, the likelihood that the false information is discovered before an incident goes down. This kind of vulnerability has been speculated about before with eAtions [14] as they are virtual markers and could potentially be spoofed or altered. Considering newer, emerging technology, augmented systems for ship bridges could result in a wider range of incidences, as there are more ways to trick people. The benefits of augmented bridges, disregarding security, is how data can be displayed in a more human-friendly manner [15, 16]. In particular, using augmented systems in areas difficult to navigate, and difficult to place physical markers, can make navigation much easier. Arctic waters in particular has highlighted the benefits to eAtions as well as augmented realities on bridges [16]. An example of how malicious changes to the underlying data of an augmented reality program is changing the correct shipping lane on the screen enough to increase the changes of a collision with ice.
3.3. IoT

The internet of things (IoT) is the concept that many types of devices are interconnected, and share vast amounts of data, via the Internet. As this definition is relatively broad, IoT networks are inherently massive considering the number and types of internet-connected devices in the modern world. More specifically, in a recent survey, maritime trends show that 42% of maritime organisations believe they can benefit from additional IoT skills and 2.5 million dollars will be spent on IoT solutions over the next three years, more than cloud computing or big data analytics [17]. Part of the driving factor toward IoT solutions is that predicted cost savings are up to 14% over the next five years. Regarding the maritime sector, IoT devices can be categorized broadly into personal devices, ship devices, and port devices. As seen in Figure 3, personal devices and ship/port devices are separated as personal device cyber-security takes generic technology and puts them in a maritime setting, while ship and port devices are more bespoke to the maritime sector even though the underlying technology may be more commonplace. For example, while ships and airplanes may use similar navigation technology, the specific application and security risks will differ because of the context in which they were used. Both personal devices and ship devices are often physically mobile and, based on local and international Internet infrastructures, devices will be mobile across several networks and international lines. These device communications across the Internet are a vulnerable aspect of IoT that must be considered. Moreover, a network is often as secure as its most vulnerable device, meaning device access and permissions must be set accordingly. Sensing devices (e.g., temperature, vibration, sound) in the maritime context are also used differently when compared to other. While many sensors are installed in the control areas, many are also placed in engineering. These support a number of systems and human decisions across a ship, as seen in in Figure 1. This diversity is what separates ship and port devices most from more traditional IoT devices, and defines the unique aspects of a maritime IoT.

Many benefits of an IoT comes from large data analytics and the rich flow of information from multiple sources. In particular, cargo management using IoT enabled tags may revolutionise the shipping industry [18]. Not only would this have significant effects on the maritime industry, if fully implemented and considering the volume of cargo shipped around the globe, maritime devices could become the biggest device contribution to the global IoT. It has been reported that a single modern shipping ship can host 5,000 data tags, and 3,000 sensors across the main control system and engine room [17]. These types of IoT devices can be seen on the ship-device part of the IoT diagram in Figure 3. The diversity and number of devices as well as the maritime cyber-security skill levels of crews today have contributed to 87% of mariners to think their IoT security could be improved [17]. This would mean that a significant portion of a global IoT would be dedicated to maritime operations, therefore also having significant effects on the cyber-security of other industries. Another factor that could lead to maritime devices dominating the IoT space would be if more ships decided to follow the remote control, remote access, or autonomous routes, as they are likely to need more sensors (and monitoring) devices, and more communication devices, to compensate for a reduced crew, or no crew at all [21].

Figure 3 Categories of devices, personal, ship, and port, within a maritime Internet-of-Things
3.4. Autonomy

Because of growing demands on maritime-based trade, many organisations in this sector have begun to consider different levels and types of autonomy as a solution. Autonomous ports, where cargo is handled by advanced OT systems [7, 20], have already been implemented in the real world. Because of the complexity in autonomous navigation, autonomous ships are a little further behind in being fully realised [21]. However, despite the complexity in designing a fully-autonomous ship, the potential reductions of annual operation costs (estimated up to 90%) are a key driver for this emerging technology [22]. Besides the technical challenges, international laws and the risk of the unknown have complicated the progress toward fully autonomous. Because of this, some organisations have opted for lesser degrees of autonomy. While there are definitions for autonomous cars, provided by SAE, there are no formal definitions for different levels of ship autonomy. However, an adoption of SAE autonomous car definitions for autonomous ships has been provided [21] and simplified into Table 1.

Table 1 Modified SAE autonomy definitions for ships and relevant emerging technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAE-based Ship Autonomy</th>
<th>Tier 1</th>
<th>Tier 2</th>
<th>Tier 3</th>
<th>Tier 4</th>
<th>Tier 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No/minimal autonomy. Small crew required for most, if not all, ship operations.</td>
<td>Partial automation with local crew for simple tasks, e.g. advanced auto pilot.</td>
<td>Conditional autonomy, potential interventions by crew</td>
<td>High autonomy, ship is mostly self-running. Local or onshore crew is rarely required.</td>
<td>Complete autonomous operations in all potential settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote operations</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Not required, but likely</td>
<td>Required for operations</td>
<td>Not required, but likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensors / IoT</td>
<td>Needed to aid crew decision</td>
<td>Needed to aid crew decision</td>
<td>Needed to aid crew and autonomy decision</td>
<td>Needed to aid remote crew and autonomy decision</td>
<td>Needed for complete autonomous decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remote access and control, as discussed in Section 3.2, plays into the higher levels of autonomy. With roughly 2GB of data stored per day on a modern ship [17], autonomous ships at tiers 3 and 4 are likely to accrue even more data, in order to feed certain control algorithms, and need to send that data frequently to remote crew. While tier 3 autonomous ships have on-ship crew that can analyze data and react, with a reduced crew it is highly likely that a more specialised off-ship crew will be set up to access data remotely. This can result in communication vulnerabilities, where data can be denied or altered. However, as previously discussed with virtual reality and augmented reality, data can also be altered while stored on the ship or at a remote location. In tier 4 autonomous ships, it is highly likely that both remote access and remote control will be implemented since higher levels of autonomy means it likely that crew will be off-ship. Lastly, tier 5 autonomy means that, potentially, the ship is fully autonomous and self-directing and does not need contact or assistance from remote crew. However, it is highly unlikely that the owner of the ship will not have contingency plans. Therefore, it is highly likely that remote operations are possible, but unlikely to be used for a fully autonomous ship.

As discussed in Section 3.3, the number of devices that maritime could contribute to an IoT network are extensive. The previous statistics on roughly 3,000 sensors in a modern ship [17] is impressive, however, it has been reasoned that an autonomous ship must host significantly more sensors in order to continue normal operations. This is necessary, as there will be little to no crew to monitor surroundings and ship health and all this data must be gathered digitally [21]. Therefore, it is likely that the number of additional IoT sensors needed to gather critical data for decision-making would increase significantly from tier 1 to tier 5 autonomy. By eventually making sensors the only source of information, the security of the individual sensors themselves should be enhanced as well. Moreover, in these cases data integrity becomes imperative, which makes the secure storage and transfer of this data an important cyber-security decision as this technology develops.

3.5. Energy

Besides cost savings and safer operations, another driver for emerging technology in maritime is protecting the environment. Regulations have changed operations, such as max speeds, however it is important to note that the change of energy collection, storage, and use, will likely have effects on cyber-security as well. By potentially drawing from multiple energy sources, such as wind during a voyage, the energy storage and distribution systems must be able to cope with several inputs as well as outputs and be able to control the flows of energy with high precision. Especially on a ship, which can be highly isolated and stricter with energy consumption, a smart grid may be necessary to direct all these flows [23]. With power systems, for IT and OT, becoming interconnected and integrated with multiple sensors and external systems, this opens a completely new range of cyber threats. Similar to data storage and transfer, energy must be stored safely to prevent hazardous outcomes, and the flow of energy must be correct to both ensure optimal operations as well as prevent certain systems from overloading or systems malfunctioning because they are not receiving enough power. As these renewable energies and smart grids continue to emerge into ships, it is important to note the potential cyber risks.
4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the maritime sector is accelerating its use of advanced technology in a wide range of maritime operations. These emerging technologies, whether they be brand new or technology adapted to the maritime sector, have many uses for improving efficiency and physical safety, however, they may also increase the number of cyber-vulnerabilities in ports and ships. This article discussed several of these technologies, including blockchains, the “digital twin”, remote operations, virtual/augmented reality, IoT, autonomy, and smart renewable energy. As systems become more interconnected and shift more decision making and operations to computers, both in cyber-space and in the physical world, it is important to note the potential cyber-risks as these technologies become more prevalent in the maritime sector in order build in cyber-protections early on. This will help ensure physical and cyber security as ships evolve, as well as protect shipping operations.
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